
Software Developer aI/Data ScIentISt for aI anD Ml (M/f/D)

Scienta envinet is an internationally acti-

ve company in the field of environmental 

monitoring. 

for more than 35 years, our customers have 

relied on our expertise for online monitoring 

of environmental parameters. 

as a leading manufacturer of monitoring 

networks for environmental radioactivity, 

we serve our global customers with high-

quality, highly reliable and at the same time 

very functional solutions. 

Scienta envinet is a wholly owned subsidiary 

of Scienta Scientific aB, with headquarters 

in Uppsala (Sweden), taunusstein and Haar 

near Munich (Germany) and regional offices 

in the USa, china, Japan and South Korea. 

Scienta Scientific aB develops technology-

based niche businesses within the € 20 

billion market for scientific instruments for 

physical characterization. 

find more information at    

www.scientaenvinet.com.

 

wHat IS IMportant to YoU In YoUr JoB?

of course, the earnings have to be right, as does the 
chemistry in the team. But there‘s more: for examp-
le, satisfaction or even pride in the results of your 
work.

Scienta envinet is the leading supplier of comple-
te radiation Monitoring network Solutions.  You can 
identify yourself with that? then we would like to 
offer you a job in an exceptional company. 

YoUr taSK

You actively accompany and shape our ongoing re-
search project regarding the applicability of artificial 
intelligence and classical machine learning to the 
monitoring of environmental radioactivity.   
Your tasks in this field include among others:

Identification of suitable methods

Implementation of the identified methods

test and validation

Simulations of detectors and nuclear accidents

Most important, in parallel, you will transform the 
already existing aI framework from the research 
stage to an industrial application that can interact 
with our network monitoring center solution and be 
rolled out to our customers.

YoUr profIle

Masters degree in computer science, mathema-
tics, physics or similar

Good overview of methods available for data ana-
lysis using machine learning and artificial intelli-
gence, ideally with respect to time series.

at least 2 years of proven practical experience 
with python and Machine learning with sound 
programming skills in python and the application 
of typical Ml libraries (pytorch, tensorflow, Scipy 
or similar)

proven knowledge in software architekture and 
design

Basic skills in Java are a plus, ideally accompanied 
by some understanding of c++ or c#

Knowledge of radiation and environmental measu-
rement technology is a plus but not a necessity

Good knowledge of english

ability to work and learn independently

oUr BenefItS

You will work in a successful company with a 
young, motivated team of experts, combined 
with career development opportunities, flexible 
working hours and many social benefits. we place 
high value on independent, self-reliant work and 
entrepreneurial thinking.

YoUr waY Into oUr coMpanY

the position will be located in Haar / Germany and 
will be legally assigned to envInet GmbH

we are looking forward to your application. 

please send it to:

recruiting@scientaomicron.com

Heike wilke

tel: +49 174 27 64 468

Start as soon as possible in Haar (Munich) in Germany as a: 

with this project, we are breaking new ground in the practical application of machine learning and arti-
ficial intelligence in monitoring environmental radioactivity. numerous exciting questions await you in a 
project that leads directly to an industrial application.


